Hochschule Stralsund - University of Applied Sciences is a young and innovative campus university in the northeast of Germany. With its modern facilities, an excellent staff-to-student ratio and the fantastic location right next to the Baltic Sea, HOST offers the best conditions for studying, research and quality of life.

All lecture halls, seminar rooms, laboratories, the library and cafeteria as well as various sports facilities and a large number of student apartments, are located directly on the campus of the university.

Individual supervision and the close ties to practice are the key to study success. That's why HOST regularly manages to gain top positions in different national university rankings.

HOST specifically supports international exchange in studying, teaching and research. Several programs can also be offered as dual courses of study with in-depth practical components. The main goal is a better network between theory and practice.

And: the university does not only have a relaxed atmosphere, but is also family-friendly and fully accessible for disabled people. That’s what you call a HOST!

Hochschule Stralsund
Zur Schwedenschanze 15
18435 Stralsund
www.hochschule-stralsund.de

Our University

International Management Studies in the Baltic Sea Region (BMS)
Bachelor

And after graduation?
After graduation, you are qualified to work in an international setting - either at a German company abroad or an overseas branch of a foreign company in Germany. BMS graduates work in the most diverse fields, such as production companies (electrical engineering, food processing, vehicle construction), in service companies (consulting, finance, media and IT, tourism) as well as in the public sector (associations, chambers of commerce, marketing companies).

Our graduates are typically found in:
- middle management positions - and depending on their specialisation - in the fields of Finance / Controlling, Law / Taxation, Marketing / Sales or Human Resources / Organisation.

And after graduation?
International Management Studies in the Baltic Sea Region (B.A.)

International Management Studies in the Baltic Sea Region (BMS) is an international 4-year Bachelor degree course completely taught in English, which focuses on the Baltic Sea Region.

The initial 4 semesters of our programme introduce students to general business administration (such as cost accounting, economics, mathematics, and law) and focuses on international management theory, cross-cultural management, corporate finance and the history and development of the Baltic Sea Region.

As for languages studied, Business English is compulsory; as is one language from the Baltic Sea Region - Norwegian, Polish, Russian or Swedish – and our international students study German as a Foreign Language.

Final-year students write a dissertation on international topics, which finalises their preparation for an international career.

See You - on the modern campus right by the Baltic Sea!